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A lecture being taped in the CAES TV studio, one of the facilities that will come under the MIT
Photo by Craig W. Reynolds

Cable TV plan.
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By Norman D. Sandler
The recently-elected president of the United 1Mine Workers
Union (UMW) charged earlier
this week that his predecessor,
Tony Boyle, "mistreated" union
membership and -was directly responsible for the deaths of former union official Joseph Yablonskt and h:is family.
Arnold Miller made the remarks at an address at MIT,
promising that his leadership
would be more responsive to
rank-and-file membership than
Boyle's was.
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By Mike Mcfamee
Public hearings will be held
soon in the Massachusetts Legislature on two bills which would,
in varying degrees, decrease the
penalties for marijuana use and
possession in the state.
'tme bills, which will come
before the Joint Legislative
Committee on Social Welfare in
an open session on March 7,
were presented by Rep. Barney
Frank and Senator Jack Backman, and have been endorsed by
the Committee for a Sane Drug
Policy. The Frank bill (H. 3364),
also sponsored by the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws, is the most farreaching; it would repeal all state
laws relating to criminilization
of marijuana. Although possession and sale would still be
federal crimes, the bill would
effectively legalize marijuana in
Massachusetts; as Ms. Marsha
Semuels of Boston CSDP eKplained: '"The federal government could still bust people and
prosecute them, but they would
probably only go for large scale
selling operations. To the average user, the Frank bill would be
almost the same as complete
Legalization,"

The Backman bill (S. 1088) is
the result of the decision of the
Massachusetts De3mocratic Party
to endorse the decriminrlalization
of marijuana during the 1972
campaigns. The bill, which fol-

When asked about the still
unsolved Yablonski munrder case,
the TJMW leader suggested that
Boyle would not only be linked
to the crime, but would also be
charged, noting that one member of Boyle's International Executive Board is now in jail,
charged with three counts of
murder.
He added that there was positive evidence that the money for
the murder came from the international treasury of the union,
and said that "the murder will
finally be resolved and there is a
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strong possibility that my predecessor will be indicted."
leadership of the
"The
union," Miller stated, "lapsed
into a fifteen to twenty year
period of non-responsiveness,
during which time it lost touch
with the rank-and-file <members." 'To end this situation,
which he said plagues all labor
organizations, Miller asserted
that he would make the UTJMW'
' the most responsive union in
this country by letting members
have a voice in what the union
does."
He said that the most serious
problem now facing the miners'
union is safety conditions of the
mines and occupational hazards.
Miller rebutted speculation that
l the union would go soft on

safety in their negotiations with
management il order to keep
profits at a maximum.
He complained that there is a
need for adequate supervision
and enforcement of safety precautions, and promised that if
management does not insure
that the mine safety programs
are enforced, "we'll [the union]
enforce them for them."
Miller has been referred to as
somewhat of a maverick in orgaContradiction?
nized labor since his election
Tech asked .over Boyle last year. He conThe
When
Semuels if a contradiction exis- ceded that he does not get along
ted between decriminalization of very well with many other labor
possession but not of sale, she leaders, particularly those along
replied, "Not really. Although the lines of AFL-CIO:) President
most people don't realize it, that George Meany.
was exactly the situation with
Miller dismissed as untrue the
during Prohibition.
alcohol
Many people feel that keeping contention that union members
and enforcing penalties for sale were following Meany's example
would discourage big sales opera- of being more sympathetic to
tions, while allowing personal President Nixon. He sharply criuse of marijuana." She added, ticized Meany, saying that no
however, that CSDP would labor leader should support Nixrather see the Frank bill passed on, who is "'anti-labor."
to avoid such questions.
In reference to the AFL-CIO
president's "plague on both your
Another bill to be considered houses" attitude of not openly
by the committee would not supporting a candidate in last
change existing laws but would year's election, Miller said he
order a study to determine the had no respect for a recognized
bests method for legal distri- labor leader who does not pick
bution of marijuana after state sides in an election.
and federal prohibition is lifted.
"When he refuses to take a
The Black Caucus Bill, as it is stand in a presidential election,"
called, is sponsored by Reps. the UMXW president charged, "I
Royal Bolling, Royal Bolling, wouldn't refer to him as a labor
Jr., Mbel King, and William leader -he
has a responsibility
Owens; it, too, is endorsed by to take a stand one way or the
the CSDP. -other."

By Charlotte Cooper
In the near 'future, the MIT
campus may be wired for cable
television .
A report and proposal, "Telecommunications and Education
at MIT" has been distributed to
interested faculty and staff. A
budgetary proposal now being
prepared will be submitted to
the Sloan Foundation in New
York which sponsored the original report and will hopefully
fund cabling efforts.
From 1971 to 1972, Professor W.B_ Davenport, Chiairman of the Center for Advanced
Engineering Studies, conducted
a seminar on cable television.
Participants in this and other
semicormm unica tions-related
nars formed last summer's Sloan
Summer Study Group which,
with a $15,000 Sloan Grant,
to "produce a
determined
for a major
proposal
detailed
project at MIT to move . . . summer ideas into a developmental
effort."
The "detailed proposal" the Telecommunications report
- was written by Professor Ithiel
Pool, Visiting Professor Edwin
Diamond. Research Associate
Lovell Dyett and Professoi John
Ward. It suggests a five-point
plan to cable-conrect a11 of MIT.
Some 200 yards of coaxial
cable presently link various loca-

tions at the Institute. On the
west campus, Rockwell Cage,
the fieldhouse, Kresge Auditorium and the Student Center
A cross
interconnected.
are
Massa chusetts Avenue, one
system links Buildings 9, 4, 10,
the Bush Room and the Hayden
Library.
-

I

The telecommunications report proposes that cable be run
across Massachusetts Avenue to
link east and west campuses.
Cable would also be run to
major classrooms in the main
building and through Building
20 to East Canpus and Professor
Richard Leacock's Film Center
in Buildin E2 1. 'With the city's
Square
consent, Technology
could be connected to the Washington Elms housing projct or

the Model Cities area for MITV
use by conmmunity residents. A
fifth step would link the Sioan/
Hermann complex with the central campus.
The academnic needs which
cable TV cotuld sill at a university such as MIT are endless.
The telecommunicaiions report
suggests that lectures by outstanding professors be videotaped and catalogued in a film
library for future courses- Lectures could be cabled to the
rooms of sick students, or replayed in section groups for the
confused- A cable laid between
Harvard and MSItT would permit
more sharing of courses between
the two urniversities, and link
MIT to WGBH (an educational
TV station), which is connected
to Harvard by a microwave link.
Film clips could be shown during classes to demonstrate portions of lectures; clips could also
be perused by students as supplernentary or optional material.
Or used in the instruction otf
teaching assistants. Dangerous or
minute experiments could be
filmed in the laboratory and
replayed in the lecture hall.
Outside of the classroom,
C11ease turn to page 2)
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lows the recommendations made
by President Nixon's National
Commission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse, would remove
penalties for possession and
profitless transactions involving
marijuana.
one ounce or less ofn
This would leave full penalties
(up to two years for a first
offense, five years for a second)
for selling or growing narijuana.
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An explosion in Room 18-125 last Sunday resulted in the damage
pictured above, and sent Flora Chow '73, Course V, to Massachu:
setts General Hospital for treatment of burns and lacerations. Chow
was working in the lab alone when the explosion occurred, setting
fire to her hair and clothing. Joseph MacDermott G heard the
explosiorz, came andf extinguished the flames, and called the Campus
Patrol. The Patrol took Chow to Massachusetts General, where she is
Photo by Roger Goldstein
reported to be in excellent condition.
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By Lee Giguere
Nearly one-third of MIT's
undergraduates
live
in
fraternities, and the twenty-nine
house system appears to have a
long future ahead of it. This fall,
for example, about 400 new
memabers were sought by the
twenty-nine houses in the ninety
year old system; 387 students,
most of them freshmen, pledged
during the pre-first semester
rush.
"I1 think fraternities are here
[at MIT) for a long time," says
Associate D:ean for Student
Affairs Richard Sorenson. "To
an increasing extent," Sorenson
added, "the fraternity has been
copied as a model of living in the
last five years." Collect~ives and
communes, he -noted, are all
formed on the same model of
cooperative living as thne
fraternity.
I n t e r-frater nity Conference
( FC) Chairman Stu Travrer
repeated Sorensron's conviction:
"I'm not convinced tW>at the
fraternity system here is seeing
anything of a downhill slide."
Traver cited a resurgence of
interest in open-bid parties, once
a keystone of college social life,
and an upsurge of "pledge
pranks" - the "stealing" of
trophies and mementos from
rival houses -as evidence for his
a s s e rtion. " I think
t he
fraternities are fairly strong and
s eIf -sup p orting."
(MIT's
fraternities meet their expenses,
which include city property
taxes, entirely on the basis of

the "housebills" they charge
t hei
m e m b e rs ;
egally
independent from MIT, they
receive no financial support
from the Institute except for
low-cost,
long-term capital
improvement loans.)
Sore nson emphasized the
"sense of independence" from
their nationals, fro h MIT and
from each other that the houses
have as one of their strong
points. "You couldn't get the
twenty-nine fraternities to agree
on anything,"' he said. "They are
i nd ividually pretty hard to
stereotype," he added. "If you
get one [ a stereotype]1, it'll
change in three or four years."
MIT's rush - "fast, qluick,
early-on, and full of mistakes" is "a strong point of the
system," according to Sorenson.
Freshmnen "pledge something
different than it really is, even if
the fraternity is completely
honest (and most of them are)."
In addition, he claimed, "the
fraternities don' t know as much
as they think they do" about the
people they bid. The net result is
that interests get mixed, and
t h is,) Sorenson said, "keeps
diversity in the system."
Rush week at MIT has
traditionally taken place before
the beginning of the Lfall term.
Since nlearly all of thle rushees
are freshmen, this means that
decisions about bidding (the
fraternities invitation to join it)
a nl d
pledging (joining a
fraternity) are made over a
period of o:nly a few danys. For

* Pot Luck Coffeehouse: Live entertairnir ent
e very Friday and
Saturday night, 8:30 pmn to 12 m.
Mezzanine Lounge of Student Center. Free coffee, cider and doughnuts.
No Admission Charge!

* Work has started on the organizing of R/O week for next year. If
you have any modifications, new
ideas, or are interested in helping out,
please leave your name at the F7.A.C.
Office, room 7-103.

* The Student Center Committee
presents The Midnight Movie Series,
every Friday night at 12 in the Sala
de Puerto RIco. Admission FREE!

* The Education Division Colloquium is presenting "A Personal
Computer for Kids." by Dr. Alan C.
Kay. Head, Learning Research Group
of Xerox Research Center in Palo
Alto, California on Wednesday,
March 7 at 12 noon, Room 9-150.
Open to the public.

MIT or Wellesley ID required. This

week: Midsurmmer Night's Dream with Diana Rigg.
* Avyone wishing to play in the
Collegiate One-WaiI Paddleball Tournament in New York City over
Spring vacation. coitAct Michael
Fuerst, dorm line 8476, or leave
message at x3-3l61.
There will be a meeting of the EE
Depaxtinent for students and faculty
to discuss this summer's move into
the new building. Student facilities,
labs, and location of things will be
discussed. Monday, March 5 at 4 pm
in the Bush Roomn. 10-105. Donuts
,vili be served.
*i Tuesday, March 6 at 7:30 pin in
the Mezzanine Lounge - A program
on Development TowYns in Israel. The
speaker, Israel Amitai, is a noted
Israeli journalist and playwright. The
film, "A Dream Demands Struggle"
will be shown before the talk.

* Tle Committee on PTeprofessional Advisin- and Education has prepared a neo booklet, Medical School
Curricula. This booklet contains the
kind of information increasingly requested by students interested in
medical education. It discusses accelcrated programs for obtaining the
MID degree, combined MD-PliD pro,ramns. innovative instructional miethods, early specialization opportunities. and grading systems available at
medical schools in the US. Because of
a lirnited supply we can only make
this booklet available to those students planning to apply to medical
sclhool for admission in the class
beginning September 1974, however.
several copies are available for reference in tie Office of Preprofessional
Advisinnz and Education. Copies of
Medical School Curricula may be
obtained from the Office of Preprofessional Advising and Education,
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most people, it is an exciting,
although hectic time, although
for SOMe freshmen, rush has
been known to be traumatic.
leaving a sometimes justified
b it t er
a tt it u de towards
fraternities.
Be cause MIT requires
freshmen to live in "approved
Institute housing" but is unable
to prov>ide enough dormitory
space for all of the entering
class, it is vital that a large part
of the class join fraternities.
"Freshmen could put us in a hell
of a bind" Sorenson said, if
enough of them don't pledge
f raternities. (In fact, MIT's
dormitories
are presently
overcrowded; the actual extent
of ove r crowding is largely
determined by the success of
f paternities in
attracting
freshmen.) While admitting that
a realization of the housing
situation at MIT plays a role in
the success of the twenty-nine
f ra ternities in filling their
quotas, Sorenson denied that it
was a major factor. "It's too big
a decision to make on the basis
that dormitories
will be
soves crowded."
Sorenson asserted that "thie
option of an Institute House
[dormitory] is a good optio~n."
There is "'hotlsing of good
quality," and the "programs are
diverse." In recent years, MITF
has shifted the emphasis of
"Rush Week," and no:w calls it
"Residence/Orientation Week."
Attendance is required o f all
incoming freshmen, and the
programn includes an orientation
to MIT's academic program as
well as a chance to view
residence options. The decision
to live in a dorm can be "a
positive statement," Sorenson
said. "People who are desired by
frater nities- are lost to the
dormitories," he noted.
If MIT fraternities fa ce a
major challenge
Lto
thelr
existence in the next few yhears,
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deteriorating condition of their
physical plants - most of them
are locat ed in old Back Bay
townhouses. In one effort to
deal with this problem, ground
was broken on No-vember 20 for

FWLeds

dent, led a study group which
discussed with WKBG the possibilities of production assistance
and equipment loans for future
MITY projects. In the planning
stage is a Teleconmunications
and Education Workshop where
students, assisted by faculty, will
conduct experiments and develop hardware and sotware to
be implemented when cable television comes to MIT. Workshop
projects will include the creation
of systems for browsing and
s canning videotaped material
and the development of inexpensive equipment for classroom
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million loan at 3% for

doing "pretty well," although he
added "a couple more people
would make things more
comnfortable ."
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IFC Chairman Traver,
commenting
on fraternity
effort-s to go coed, said: "TWo do
that a fraternity does have to
estrange itself
from the
national." Although Sorenson
predicted that MIT chapters
would soon1 be dropping their
national affiliations, primarily
because the cost involved is not
worth the benefits of national
affiliation, Traver said he didn't
see "any significant move to go
local." "The people pay the
money" for national dues, he
said. "Most people think it's
alright."
According to Sorenson, the
only houses that have trouble
are the ones ";that have cone
down the individual freedom
route so far that they've lost the
no t i o n
o f
c o Il le t iv e
responsibility." MIT's chapter of
Tau E psilon Phi fell into this
trap three and a half years ago
when
it
becamne
''The
Commnon-wealth" an~d rejected
most of the trappings of
fraternity life, and in particular
the concept of pledge duties,
According to Bob E-vans, the
Chancello:r (president) of the
re-organized chapter, the effort
to turn TEP into a commune
"fell apart" after about "two
years. "
Evans attributed part of the
commune's problems to "lack of
support from the national and
the trustees," but placed most of
t h e
b I a me
f or
T he
Commonwealth's fail-Lre on its
mne mb ers' refusal t o accept
responsibilities for caring for the
h ou s e .
" P -,op Ie became
discouraged with living there
because it wasn't kept up," he
said. At the end, he explained,
the commune "had less than ten
or fifteen people," although it
takes about 20) residents for the
house to break even with out
paying the trustees for the taxes
or hiring a cook.
Presently, he said, the house
is "in as good shape as it's been
in
t he last few
years."
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Sigma Nu is a chapter of a
national fraternity, and Breen
explained the chapter "'discussed
each step along the way" with
the national organization. At
first, the chapter received "tacit
approval" of the move, but in
the last year the national
leadership "'changed very
drastically," and now backsathe
house. Most of Sigma Nu's
chapters are in the South " th at's where the problem
arises," Breen says. At a national
meeting in Dallas this summer,
he noted, the chapter won the
support of only 25% of the
national, but "gained a lot of
respect.-' At present, he said, the
women are not members of the
national, and on paper the house
and the chapter are separate
entities.

forty years. In addition, it is
providing the land for the
project on a "no-cost" basis; the
only charge to the fraternities
will be $12,500 each - the taxes
that will be assessed on theland
when it is in their use.)
Sorenson commented that he
thought "other houses will see
that this [moving on campus] is
a good solution" for their
physical plant problems,
although he noted that several
have
undertaken
major
renovations of their buildings in
recent years.
Not all of the "brothers" in
MIT's fraternities are men these
days. Two houses, Sigma Nu and
Delta Psi, now admit women
members. Coed leving is "no
legal problern in this state,"
Sorenson noted. "I think they've
been successful," he said of the
two coed houses, "although not
without their problems." He
added that having women in the
houses "has not changed their
basic characteristics.'>
John Breen, Post Comnmander
(president) of Sigma Nu, stated
that the fraternity's decision to
go coed has "'worked out real
well." The decision to admit
won-ren to the house in the fall
of i970, he said, required a
major switch in ideas, "but the
general atmosphere hasn't
changed at all." Sigma Nu, he
said, has had no difficulty in
att racting women rnnerrnbers.
During rush, he said, the house
has no quota system and admits
men and women on an equal
basis. "We look primarily for
diversity, and people willing to
do work to keep up the house."
When asked how many women
lived in the house, the best he
could do was to say that eight or
nine of the House's 30 members
were women - "the exact
number
doesn't snake any
difference."

cab85R %V T~t@~

MITV could be employed to
broadcast videotaped television
shows, sports events and news
coverage for the enjoyment of
the MIT community. Professors
Jerold Zacharias, Edwin Taylor,
and Judah Schwartz, along with
M.M. Hubbard of the Educational Research Council, have
developed a preliminary plan for
a 20-challen student-run MITV
system which would provide a
showcase for campus activities,
including a late-night talk show,
"Rated X."
Over JAP, Louisa Kasdon, a
political science graduate stu-
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(MIT
with a $1

it will likely come fromt the
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(Continued Jfrom
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a new complex that will house
two fraternities - Alpha Tau
Omega and Kappa SigmaOriginally in 1967, five
fraternities had expressed
interest in re-locating on MIT
property, but the number fell to
two as planning progressed. The
$1.4 million complex is set for
completion in December of
1973, according to Jim Eacher,
an ATO alumnus and former
MIT staff member who has been
involved in planning the move.
Each house will have a
forty-eight : man capacity in
single and double rooms. Eacher
explained that ATO's present
house is
"worn out." In
addition, he noted that about
half of the fraternity's
membership is now living in
apartments; the new building
will allow ATO to house all its
members in one place. The
fraternity's undergraduates,
who've been involved in 'the
planning of the new site, have
' 'great enthusiasm'" for the
project, Eacher said.
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75% financing, monthly cost is
$200 .. before tax advantages. Call
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thesis for acceptance by department
or publisher. All topics. Personal service, pick up and delivery. Call Livia
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By Paul Schindler
Tuition will unquestionably rise for
the 1974-75 school year. The only question is by how much.
Chancellor Paul E. Gray, who will do
most of the legwork and the heavy
thinking for the 74-75 tuition decision
told The Tech last Tuesday that "I have
not yet begun to think about 74-75
tuition. But I can definitely say it will go

Gray has issued the warning several
times, and it was most recently noted in
"Deficit VII" (January 16). He stated
that tuition will rise about 5% per year, in
tandem with salaries, as long as inflation
continues. This year's $2900 tuition is
already scheduled to rise to $3100 for
73-74; the popularity of $200 steps leads
to a prediction of $3300, certainly no less
than $3250 and possibly as much as
$3400 (the latter might be obtained if
inflation heats up rather than cooling
down).
Recent history would indicate nothing
unusual about annual tuition rises; they
have been going on as long as any current
undergraduate has been here. In the late
50's and early 60's, things were a little
different, with tuition going up every two
years. Prior to that, tuition increases were
so rare and unusual that they rated five
column banner headlines (see illustrations
from 1952 and 1937).
Now, tuition increases are announced
in the summer a full year prior to the
effective date of the increase. (This annouancement date, according to Institute
officials, is unusually early; most schools
announce a tuition increase the preceed
ing spring). They have become so common that they barely rate reporting, not
to mention comrnent,.in The Tech. (This
year was an exception, with a news item
appearing on October 3, 1972, showing
that tuition as a percentage of parental
income has dropped in recent years.)

N.. 11

Need, according to Gray, does not
seem to have any great or unusual annual
fluctuations. It has been growing exponentially at an annual rate of about 5-6%
over the last decade, Interestingly
enough, the graph was displaced horizontally by about $1 million when the
requirement of a certified copy of the
federal income tax-form was instituted.
Over the last two years, the total need has
been
about
$2
million less than
anticipated.
Fluctuations in total undergraduate
need do not significantly effect the tuition in any case. According to Gray, MIT
treats tuition and financial aid as two
entirely separate budgetary entities; there
is no overlap or transfer of funds between
the two, so a rise in need would not cause
a rise in tuition.
It could, however, cause an effective
rise for the 2000 needy students, by
pushing the equity level up. The equity
level is the "self-help" of "job-loan"
(Please turn to page I O)
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S)The repeal of L.D. 1 347/73 (or
interruption of armay defoerment_
of striking students) and the concomittant repeal of the induction
of students into the army and ot
the expulsion of Cypriot students
from Greece.

COMMENTARY

O)Participation
of University
students and faculty in the drafting of the new Charter of Institutions of Higher Education,
and in decisions regarding the
broader planning of education.

Commentary, a feature of this editorial page, seeks articles of opinion from
all members of the MIT community on
topics of immediate or long-range concern.

2)Guarentees for the inviolability
of University Sanctuary, and respect for academic freedoms.
3)The reexamination of plans for
the establishment of foreign-

L

To the Editor:
I hope to clear up some vagueness and
correct some inaccuracies in James
Moody's article in The Tech on dining
options, and particularly, the recent
meeting held in Baker House on the
subject.
When Mr. Moody briefly explained the
club plan, "which would replace the
present dining hall fees," he did not
mention that this plan would in all
certainty cost more than the present
dining hall fees. He also did not make it
clear that under the committee's plan, the
mnembers of the house would have to
choose one of the three options; i.e., they
could not simply decline to take part in
the plan. This was one of the main
objections of those at the meeting, that
people would be paying a great deal of
money to support a dining hall they
virtually never used.
At the meeting in question, there were
19 present who were on commons. It is
true that i0 were in favor of some sort of
7 day plan; however, only 6 were in favor
of the specific plan of Rate Review
Committee. The rest of those present at
the meeting, 53, were against it. We also
voted on phasing it in by having all future
classes participate in it. Only 4 were in
favor of such a plan.
In a d d i tion, at
Baker's general
election. a survey was taken in which the
residents voted 150 to 69 against any sort
of 7 day plan, and 186 to 22 against
having a club plan. It was a fairly sloppy
survey, but i feel the results are quite
conclusive nonetheless.
I feel that Mr. Moody was regrettably
biased in his article, I hope that his letter
will clear up any misunderstandings that
may have arisen concerning the true
feelings of the members of Baker House
regarding the proposed dining options.
A. Todd Moser
Baker House Secretary
(Two points: the election in Baker took
place after Mr. Moody's article appeared;
and Mr. Moser has chosen to ignorethe
issue of the damage which is being done
to the Baker physical plant by the current
cooking situation. -Editor)
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of high,

4)The repeal of L.D. 93/1969 (o-disciplinary measures agains
students) and 1806/1969 (o:
university supervision by a gov
ernment overseer).
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demands be satisfied:
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two thousand words long (one word
being considered to be five typewriter
characters; two thousand
words is
approximately nine pages, triple spaced.
fifty-characters per line) and should be
typed, triple spaced. They should be
accompanied by the author's namee,
address, and phone number.
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The Hellenic Students Association of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology voted the following statement in a
general 1 Assembly held on February 25,
1973: The Hellenic Students association
of MIT follows with grave concern
the latest developments in the
student movement in Greece. Being
an integral part of the Community of
all Greek students, we express our
indignation over the measures taken
against the University students in
Greece, and state our solidarity with
our protesting colleagues.

Financial aid
Financial need is not a factor in the
admissions process at MIT: The students
entire record, scholastic and personal, is
compared to Institute standards by the
Admissions Office. Within the limits set
by the housing system, every qualified
applicant is offered admission (the qualified for whom there is no room are on
the waiting list). It is only after the
admissions process is completed that the
Financial Aid office has a chance to assess
the total need of a class.

Warning

Volume- LVII

~~on('

Tuition at the Institute has long been
competitive with tuition at similar private
universities. At some points, MIT even
charged more tuition than Harvard, but
that has not been the case in some time.
What could the Institute do to hold
tuition down? There are some possibilities but none of them are very pleasant.
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rock, is not comparable to Crazy Horse or .I
even the electric work of CSN & Y,
simply because there is no second
guitarist for Young to play off of and
with, and his work is stifled due to that
lack.
But the fact that Neil Young is turning
back to rock is heartening, just as was his
special treatment of some of the solo
numbers. Friday and Saturday night's
concerts both clicked well, with smooth
instrumental breaks in both the acoustic
and electric sets, and gave us an idea of
what he has in store. And just what Neil
Young has in mind, in the form of some
new songs, sounds good to me.

Neil Yotmg
h]arvest of gold
by Neal Vitale
The explosion of flashbulbs that greets
Neil Young as he walks out of the
darkness of Boston Garden and on stage
casts him in the weird sort of vivid,
shifting contrast so visually akin to the
effect of lightning on the landscape on a
summer's night. That contrasting would
prove to be but the first in a weekend trio
of concerts that would conjure up sharp
juxtapositions of all sorts - it was not the
same Neil Young playing before three
sellout February crowds in Boston who
played a pair of sets more than two years
earlier at the Music Hall, and, just as
moods and personalities became clearly
set against each other, Young's music
showed the drastic changes of the passing
times.
The Neil Young of January 26, 1971
was a surly, high-strung, defensive
musician, plagued by recurring back
ailments (which confined him to a
sit-down, acoustic set) and coming off the
dissolution of the Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young conglomerate. The Neil
Young of February 8-10, 1973 was a
loose, confident, secure artist, father of a
child with Carrie Snodgrass, a commercial
success (through "Heart of. Gold" and
subsequent tunes), and apparently very
happy with his current band of Stray
Gators (Mssrs. Nitzsche, Keith, Buttrey,
and Drummond). And while changing the
Young, that
of
Neil
person
transformation altered his music as well;
the acoustic guitarlpiano set of 1971
became, rather than the substance of each
evening, just a short prelude.
February 1973 found Neil Young
having moved through the transitional
phase into which he was only entering in
early 1971, and coming back full circle to
the Crazy Horse[Everybody KnZows This
is Nowhere breed of rock 'n' roll that
was, by and large, foresaken in the
intermediate styles of After the Goldrush
anld Harvest. The electric material was
even more dramatic within the context of
each night's concert, as the evening would
open with a few solo numbers, then move
to a semi-acoustic set before going
all-electric. The unaccompanied tunes
were strongly reminiscent of the night
two years prior, while the middle group
of songs, done in their chugging, languid,
country fashion seemed most foreign to
Young, and ill-suited for him.
Ultimately, the electric rock numbers
faired best, particularly the new songs,
though sometimes at the expense of the
olqer. The vocals, the musicianship, and
the interest were, expectedly, geared to
the more recent tunes and the strain
showed elsewhere. The high vocal parts
on "Old Man" were an ordeal for Young
to reach; parts of "On The Way Homne"
were either missed or avoided; the
rendition of "Heart of Gold" became
more bored than one would assume, Yet,
the superb, intensely personal tale of
Young's life, in terms of success and
failures, and the values surrounding those
terms, in "Don't Be Denied," almost
singie-handedly made up for weaknesses
elsewhere. The hypnotic riff repetition
formula that has marked other Neil
Young songs was still prevalent in "'Time
Fades Away," "New Marma," "Look Out
Joe (You're Coming Home)," and
especially "The Last Dance," yet they
were all extremely good.
The weekend's efforts brou ht Neil
Young's strengths and failings int, a clear
light much better than the ggs of
beginning 1971. He is an excellent writer,
and his musicianship is at its best either
soloing or rock 'n' rolling. His voice and
his piercing, staccato electric lead work
are particularly suited for the latter
stance. A middle ground becomnes
ponderous primarily through the slow
thumnp-a-thump backing by the Gators,
which is unnecessary for the song's
working (e.g., "Old Man" and "Heart of
Gold"). That same band, though good at

The Knack
by P.E. Schindler
"The Knack" is being produced this
weekend by the MIT Community players.
It is terrific. See it.
That is the kind of statement you
usually associate with the end of a review.
It is presented at the start of this review
in a probably futile effort to get more of
you to see it (since we all know that you
will be unable to penetrate this dense
prose all the way down the columnn).
Seeing this production will be the best $2
investment you have made of late.
Let me state at the outset that I have
not seen "The Knack and How to Get
It," the movie version of this classic
comedy by Ann Jellicoe. That is the first
k

~s

to

question you will be asked if you say you
are going.
Since it opened last night, the second
question will be, "What was it like?" Even
if you didn't see it, you can assure your
friends that it was brisk and funny, and
that the Community Players deserve full
houses for this one.
There is no aspect of this production
that seems faulty to this observer's eye.
Starting with the usually ignored technical people, one finds appropriate welltimed sound effects, sufficent lighting,
and realistic sets and costuming.
The humor in this performance derives
from all three sources: the lines, for
which credit must go to the author; the
performances, for which credit goes to
the well-cast cast; and the stage "business" and overall interpretation, for
which credit must go to director Karen
Matson.
Humor is a subtle and delicate business, especially visual humor. There is a
great temptation exhibited by everyone
who performs comedy in public to overplay the gag lines, to rely on slapstick and
trite "business" to put the humor across.
Matson has fallen prey to none of this:
instead she provides amusing yet appropriate characatures of all the characters in
the play. They are funny, but believably
so. I found myself laughing much more
often at what I saw then what I heard.
This is not to disparage the play itself.
The author, a woman, has obviously had
first hand experience along the lines of
the play. She writes very sensitively about
the problems of the make-out artist's
victim, and proves time and again that she
(Knack, continued on page 6]

Biurton & Taylor

:nder mu k Wood
by Sandra Yulke
It is Spring, moonless night in the
small town2, starless and Bible-black...
down to thze sloe-black, slow, black,
crowblack ?shi2ng boat bobbing sea.
These lines are the opening of Dylan
Thomas' poem-play which has recently
been made into a movie. The play was
originally written for the radio, which is
the medium which portrays it best, as it is
a play of beautiful words and phrases,
and not one of elaborate sets or expensive
costumes. The stage version can be successful, provided an excellent cast, but
even then there is something lost. The
recent film version, tlherefore. had its
challenge set for it: not to detract from
the poetry with pictures. Unfortunately,
the challenge could not be met, and
therefore both the audience and the play
itself lose.

This is not to say that there are not
some very beautiful things in the movie.
Take, for example, Elizabeth Taylor she is verv beautiful, but she simply does
not come through as Rosie Probert (the
role she plays - not Polly Garter, as
reported in Time), Captain Cat's favorite
whore. She is dressed in clothes that are
too expensive for a poor Welsh whore,
and she really didn't need all that makeup. There is also some very beautiful
[Milk Wood, continued on page 6]
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moderately satisfying album which promises much, but you can't forgive Bruce
Springsteen when he gets carried away.
"Wizard imps and sweat sock pimps,
interstellar mongrel nymphs" indeed- If
he could prune his lyrical diatribes a bit,
and vary the chords some, he (and we)
could be into something quite fine
indeed.

by Sandra Yulke
Luigi Pirendello's "Emperor Henry 1V"
is not an easy play to understand, and the
production presently at the Schubert,
prior to its Broadway engagement does
not made it any clearer.
The cast is definitely all-star and is
headed by Rex Harrison, who is absolutely spectacular in the title role, but unfortunately his tour de force is undercut by
the lackluster and muddled performances
of both the other leads.

I

The action of the play involves the
visit of some old friends (all titled aristocrats) to another aristocrat who, since an
accident in a pagent 20 years before, has
thought that he is Henry IV, Emperor of
Germany. They have not seen him since
the accident occurred, and he "went
mad" and they bring a doctor with them
in order to try and effect his "cure." As
in all of Pirendello's plays, the question
of what is reality and what isn't predominates, and one is not sure whose world is
better that of the mad man or that of
those who seek to cure him, i.e. bring him
from his world into theirs.
Eileen Herlie and James Donald have
the most important roles of the support-

ing case, and though they are both
well-known and quite competent actors,
they fail to come across well. In fact, in

Donald's case, even his very words didn't
come across. In the play as it was written,
Donald, Heriie and Harrison are supposed
to form a subtle triangle, but none of this
is at all apparent in the present production.
The production, which will play
through this weekend, and has student
rush tickets available is worth seeing just
for Harrison's extraordinary performance.
The problem is, in Pirendello, the
subtleties and shadings are all important,
and this production is filled with rough
edges.

SphEim
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by Mark Astolfi
Greetings Fronz Asbury Park, N.J.
Bruce Springsteen (Columbia)
The effusive muse that inspired Bob
Dylan to pen the lyrics to such tunes as
"Subterranean Homesick Blues," "Desolation Row," and "Stuck Inside of Mobile
With the Memphis Blues Again" has
struck again, this time in the guise of one
Bruce SpTingsteen, who even looks a bit
like D)ylan, with his tossled hair and
absent-minded grin. His songs are going to
be a bitch for amateur folksingers to learn
the words to, for they are comprised of
long, intricate verses, fortunately printed
on the album jacket. The kid makes no
bones about it, its the way he likes to
write: fearless, tongue-tying alliterations,
metaphors gone insane, rhymes that cry
to Heaven for vengeance, like "And Row
in Zanzibar a shootin' star was ridin' in a
side car hummin' a lunar tune; yes, the
avatar said blow the bar but first remove
the cookie jar we're gonna teach.those
boys to laugh too soon."
O)ne of the reasons Dylan got away
with it was that his verbal monstrosities
were whisked along by streamlined,
sirnply-yet-effectively structured melodies. And. to some extent, it works for
Bruce also, especially on the stronger
cuts, "Spirit In the Night," "Blinded By
the Light," and "Growin' Up." Bruce's
voice is clear and reasonably melodious,
yet unconvincing as vell, as he scannpers
through nmouthfulls of lyrics; its just
nonsense prose. functioning merely like

by Mark Astolfi
Heartbreaker- Free (Island)
Shoot Out at the Fantasy Factory Traffic (Island)
Amrlong British rock bands, few, over
the past five years, have been able to lay
claim to as much popularity, not to
mention talent, as Traffic and Free. Yet,
sadly, their latest releases fall far below
par. In fact, Shoot Out is Traffic's worst
to date.
Of the two, Free is in a far less tragic
state of musical decomposition. Although
technically only two of the four original
members (the line-up has remained unchanged up through their last, Free
Again) of Free remain, and the two least
talented to boot, Paul Kossoff still plays
lead on five of the eight tracks, Some
person named Snuffy does the honors on
the others. Andy Fraser is gone for good,
the two'new members being Tetsu on
bass and Rabbit on keyboards. Thus, the
new Free is half the old, and threefourths of Island's Kossoff, Kirke, Rabbit

and Tetsu, adding to the confusion (a
confusion which was felt, it would seem,
by no one so poignantly as Mort G oode,
who writes "Epic Undercovter," a new
album bullletin printed on Epic inner
sleeves, when, in void 72E3/4, he referred
to them at Tetsu, Rabbit, Kossof [sic]
and "Rahsaan Roland"5 Kirk!)
The record is not a bad one, but is
somewhat subdued, lacking the flash of
past Free records. The single off the first
side, "Wishing Well,"' is a powerful rocker, built on a riff lifted from Sly Stone's
"Wanna Take You Higher." The title cut
is also a heavy electric ditty, while
"Traveling in. Stifle" is al-most country,
with fine tinkling piano. "Common Mortal Man"9 sounds a lo:t like Traffic, and
"Easy on My Soul" has nice floating
piano work, bult is otherwise nondescript.
In short, a listenable enough album-, but
not as arresting as some of Free's better
moments.
As far as Traffic goes, there are still a
few of us left who remember when the
band used to do actual SnGgS, relatively
inventive melodies; some even became
minor classics like "Feelin' Alriaht" and
"3Dear M~r. Fantasy." But those days seemn
far gone, for Shoot Out, projected-cube
shaped like its predecessor, Low Spark of
Hligh2-Heeled Boysr, has only five cuts. The
rhythm sectionl is new, Jim Gordon and
Rick Grech being replaced by Muscle
Shoals sidemen Roger Hawkins and Dave
H~ood. Side two has three tunes, onIe of
which is an instrumenltal, and they are all
low-key and exceedingly tedious, sounding for the most part unfinished, like they
laid down the rhythmn tracks and quit
there. Only the six-minute title cut is the
least bit intere~sting, although it sounds
like a poor cover of Deep Purple's
"tSmoke On the Water,"5 with its
ultimately charming disembodied guitar
which, like Lennon's on "iCome Together," sounds like it's being played
from across the street. "Roll Right
Stones" drags on for 14 minutes. It's
frightening to realize that in over a year,
this is all Messrs. Nrinwood, Capaldi,
Wood, and assorted friends could collectively conze up with. Ignore the snazzy
cover art; the record's vapid.

the town of tjlaraggub, which is beside
Milk Wood, in apparently aimless drunkeness, not saying a word (except for the
fact that one can recognize B3urton's
voice, which is beautiful and definitely
suited for his role one is not even sure if
the voices in the narration are theirs').
The director also made one other great
mistake. iHe apparently is under the impression that a movie today must have
overt sex to be good. There is not any

overt sex in Milk Wood, and so lie adds
somne. About halfway through their wanderings through the town, the Voices
comne upon a woman they both know,
and spend the rest of the day literally
rolling in the hay in a deserted shed.
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One must mention the other "big
name" in the movie. Peter O'Toole. He is
really quite good in his role of Captain
Cat. the old, blind sailor, but he does not
save the movie. In the end, the movie is
saved by those that Thomas really wanted
to portray - the townspeople, all of
whom, particularly Mog Edwards, played
by Victor Spinetti and his love Fanwy
Price, played by Glynis Johns, are marvelous portraits and live Thomas' work. The
one last hero of the movie is Wales itself,
in all its strange and murky beauty, much
of which is captured by the film.

One last question remains, are there
really seals in Wales? A t the Cqrnema
Kenmore Square.
i.',·~-·'·''"-l
;·
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Tolen (D:9avid Kahn)
[Knack, continued from page S5
thinks much more of the shy wallflower
then she does of the raging tiger who,
-nore often than not, turns on his conquests in a fit of sadism. The only
weakness of the play comes at the end of
ea ch of the first twJo zacts, when the
lady-killer turns viscious without logical
iustification.

Foar a review of a comedy, this may
not seem very funny. The problem is that
mnuch of the humor is contextual, and
wouldn't make much sense isolated from
the rest of the play- I mean, how funny
does "Do I have sexy ankles," seem? See
what I mean?
Any play is carried, in the final analysis, by its players. "The Knack" is
carried with honor by the four principals,
Barton), Colin (Dean
Tom (Lee
Whitlock), Tolen (David Kahn, and to
help you keep them straight, Tolen was
the stud in the jump suit), and Nancy
(Bonnie Hagenbuch). Particular praise
~II cannot really be distributed. Everyone
did exatcly what should be expected of
them: Tom was the hippy next door,
Tolern the stud down the hall that always
steals yOurgirlfriends, and Colin
~Well,
there is a little of Colin in most
I
.
men. Nancy is so put upon, you almost
wish you could help her, even though you
know it is only a play.

Nancy (Bonnie Hagenb )uch)

Tonight and tommorrow night, in
Kresge Little Theater.

iI
[Milk Wood; continued from page
I footage of Wales in the film, in fact,

5]
one
sometimes felt it might be used as a
travelogue.
the play is a series of vignettes held
together by two narrators known as
Voices I and 11. On the stage, the voices
merely sit and read the narration, they
another instrument. The songs mentioned
are not part of the town which the play
above are the best of what becomes a portrays In the movie version, the direcpretty tedious style; hints of the Band, tor apparently felt that either he could
King Harvest, and especially Van not have voiceovers with nio attached
Morrison abound. Backing is tight, but faces, or that since he had paid for
unspectacular.
Richard Burton, he should use his body
as
well as his voice, and so Burton and
Greetings From Asbury Parki N.J, is a
-II Sean Davies the two Voices, walk around
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get serious and do a lavishly de! ightful
middle-period Who imitation callt.ld "(No
More) Mr. Nice Guys."'

lDon Mce~ean

Now, A Woofier fir Tweeter's Clothing

by

Wanda

Adams

Don

guys

must

in

anything
is

-

McLean

those

high

but

have

one

who

in

his

did

This

fact

latest

appropriately

of

never

vocabulary.

evident

titled,

been

school

study

certinaly

is I 00% better, for two reasons: one,
Sparks is settling down towards more
conventional rock and roll, of which they
are admirably capable if the hints they
dropped along the wreckage of Sparks are
any indication. Aind two, the su~perbizarro
humor is a bzit more accessible. But
they're still hard seed to swallow, at the
same time inlgenio~us and insulting. The
irritating thing, and the reason these are
shitheads we're dealing with, is that,
unlike the Bonzo Dog Band or the
M~others, who were clearly out for laffs,
it's next to impossible to tell if these
dudes are serious or not; Woofer is
packaged like a regular rock group LP,
but whether it is meant as a joke, or the
sincere sputa of five sick minds, is unnervingly unclear.
There are eleven cuts on Woofer. Most
are decidedly stranger than the rock and
roll you're probably used to. Side one is
the mnore interesting. "Girl From Germany"' is the rollicking opener, which
could very well be a Kinks parody, for
Russ Mael does an excellent Ray Davies
imitation. "Bteaver O'Lindv" follows,
having something to do with London, lost
virginity, and ambisexuality: ''I'm the girl
in your head, but the boy in your bed."
"Nothing Is Sacred"' is disalppoinlting in
that the boyls don't bother to further
debase all the things that are rid longer
sacred, just yodel that everything isn't
any more. Then comes "Helre Comes
Bob."' the gem of the record. It takes the
baton from Electric Light Orc~hestra, as
violins, violas, and cellos scurry through a
twisted tale of a boy who tries to meet
people by, and ultimately gets his erotic
jollies from, smashing into their car waith
his car: "It's always nice if something big
is acting as your go-between." I guess.
The side closes out with "Moon Over
Kentucky" which is very spooky and
sinister, not unlike Fleetwo~od Mac's
"'Green Manalishi.Side two is a bit more rocked-up,
featuring a transmaniacon version of " Do
Re Ml (Do, a Dear)." The rest, ignoring
"The
Louvre" and its supplicatory
French lyrics, is as confusing as it is
searing rock, especially "Whippings and
Apologies."
Todd Rundgren has
abandoned the production chores toc
Thaddeus James Lvowe, and perhaps that
makes the difference, or maybe it's Ron
Mael's Hitler/Chaplinl moustache.
I a m really beginning to have high
hopes for this band. They remind me a
lot of Christ opher Milk, minus John Ned
Mendelsohn's clumsy attempts at satiric
commentary. I also see parallels between
the first two (or three) Sparks albums and
the first two Alice Cooper efforts. If
Sparks follows that worthy pattern, this
sillirness is now at an end, and the next
Sparks LP, titled something like Eat It
Raw, will be a cor ny but never-the-less
killer rock collection. Then: famye, fun,
and fireworks. I wish the shitheads luck.
In the meanwhile, you are dared to give
this recor d a listen, but keep an open
mind, and don't listen when under thle
influence of alien chemicals, for you
could wind up spending the rest of your
life thinking you're a tennis racquet.
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McLean gets ample chances to display
his vocabulary prowess this time around,
too,
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"cOn Thle Amazon." McLean effectively
uses his vocal intonations in exactly the
right places about the Arnazon, "where

the agnostics drink," and "lurkinlg in the
trees, swarm the green apostrophes .. '

quite an amazing work,

This song is

lyrically, chock-full of chuckle-provoking
rhymes, which are never-the-less understandable in the context of the song. It

took three people to write it:

C. G~rey,

G.

Newman, and V. Ellis, and a splendid job
they did, too.
One other song worth mentioning is
"'Bronco
Bill's Lamenlt."
McLean
effectively composed a caricature of an
old cowboy and performs it on this
album with conviction and even empathy

for the man who cries, "buat oh, God,
how I worked my youth away." McLean
is blacked up on this c~ut by someone on
pedal steel -he's uncredited, whoever he
is.
On the whole, Dcon McL~ean is a solid
musical offerng. And, while hle'll never
write another "American Pie," perhaps he
doesn.'t want to. I have a feeling he'll Just

keQep popping up with those Word Wealth
vocabulary words - you know, the ones
you forgot -and surprising us all.
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A Woofer Inl Tlveeter s Clothing - Sparks
(Bearsville)
Sparks
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So the bulbs don' t get ho t

and

Russ

Some were whimsical, like "On the
A mazon "
( where
the
fero
cious
Kodachromes will get yo:u if you don't
watch out); some were thoughtful and
metaphorically complicated in the style
of "American Pie." One was just a
groan-inspiring
pun,
lamenting his
inability to be alone with his girlfriend:

0-

Astolfi

We'll turn the lighzts downs lowv
A End we'll play a little game
Called 'Yes,' 'no,'and 'wvhi not.'

~

looked
are

more

someday
is

two

Mael,

like

the

destined
sets

and

of

superto

have

brothers,

Earle

Ron

and

Jim

Mankey. plus Harley Feinstein, frere to

none of the others. The first album was
an incomprehensibly bentfin bedlam of
insane psuedomusic, produced by a
delirious Todd Rundgien, with no respite
save the final cut, when the guys finally
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Still her mother comes too

lQatchek

There

Besides singing, he got in his share of
one-liners. "I used to be a Catholic once,"
he told the crowd at Jesuit-run BC, "but I
took pills for it." He did a few sing
alongs, including "Rivers of Babylon,"'
which he directed as a three part round.
Some
skillful
banjo
and
guitar
instrumentals filled out the night. "4I can
really get into guitar playing," he said,
"but I haven't for about a year now. I've
been too
busy running
around the
coventry singing 'American Pie.' Blut that's
part of the culture now, so I[ guess we can
leave that behind."
The songs he sang that night reflected
a good mixture of old and new. and
encompassed all sorts of moods. Some
were quiet, almost religious, like '"Rivers
of Babylon," based on Psalm 1 37. O)thers
were downright irreverent, like his "male
chauvinist" song of the night:-

AnAd her mother comes too
It's a two-seater

COeneerM

by

enjoyable evening.

M~y car comes to greet her

A>
Ml

Doln McLean

record

think he wishes he had written -

but

McLean

there
just

walked on stage and started singing.
""Because of my weird, weakened
condition," he explained to the audience,
"I'll just sit here and sing one song after

another till you throw me off." He
continued, "let's make no pretense of an
'entertainment fest' - I'll sing, you'll
clap, that's how we'll do it."
A brief game of "insult the
photographer" ended in a draw - he
went back to singing, the photographers
went back to photographing, and the
audience continued clapping. Once he
settled down to business, it was a very

and on and on, always with the refrain,
"her mother comes too."S Finally the last
verse relates that they took up golfs and
how he had to carry threie bags

I

Just 'cause her mothler came too
Bu t she fainted 017 the first tee
A nd mye love said to me
'flhank God, at last we're free"
And then [with a pause for effects her
mothler came to.
He
finished
t he
concert
with
"Dreidel," "American Pie" in spite of his
earlier
protest,
and "Vincent."
For I
encores he sang "Love like yours will
surely come my way," walked off stage
and returned with his barnjo to sin~g "The
Water is Wide." "As Americans, we're so
preoccupied with looking for something
new that we overlook something old," he
said. He urged tile audience to sing along,
and when he finished and tookAd
appropriate humble bow, the audience
"floated out on a little cloud" just as he
had promised.

I.

i~

galled

I

Sparks
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the slick, affected psychedelia of a Deep
Purple.
The four lads who comprise
playing every song from Prine's two
albums that had not already been played. Slade, vocalist Noddy Holder, guitarist
(Altogether Prine did only a couple of Dave Hill, bassman Jimmy Lea, and
new songs - a serious one about his drummer Don Powell, were spawn of this
grandfather, and an extremely funny song foot-stompin', sensual grime and sweat
titled "Dear Abby," which speaks for musical environrent, and they are a
itself.)
self-proclaimed
"people's band." Sez
by Doug Fried
Noddy, quoted in Melody Maker:
Probably the best thing about the
"The beat is the main thing with us.
Perhaps it was a consequence of
concert was Prine's relationship to the We like to hit their guts with the beat and
competition from two other major
audience. It seemed to me as if he were
get some feeling going through their
concerts in Boston that same weekend, or
playing to a large group of his friends by bloodstream into their hands. If you want
perhaps it could be attributed, to a
not only telling often long, personal to come and sit down and delve into
greater extent, to the unfamiliarity of the
stories explaining the inspiration for the music, it's no good coming to see us. I
Boston audience with his music, but
songs, but also just from the attitude he
think we could play like that if we
either way, John Prine's appearance at
appeared to have towards the concert. He
wanted to, but we don't want to. We get
Symphony Hall seemed to be greatly
seemed to be having a good time on stage,
out kicks from pulsating music."
overlooked. The oversight was manifested
not because it was an ego-trip for him,
Slade's music is crude, raw, blazing,
by a large section of vacant seats, and the
but rather because he simply enjoyed
and
above all, loud; often uncontrolled,
great difficulty one couple had in selling
performing. So for those of you who an alalogue to Detroit's MC5, and their
their front row seats before the concert at
missed him at Symphony Hall and have now defunct kick-out-the-jams-motherface value (only $5 apiece). The relatively
some other opportunity to see him, do
fuckers brand of hard-nosed rock. Slade's
small audience, however, was treated to
so. If you have heard his songs before, unabashed lack of pretension to some
an excellent evening of entertainment.
they will become much more meaningful
extent excuses their unspectacular
when he elaborates on them; and if you musical abilities;
It wasn't the music alone that made
lack of precision is
have not, you should do so because you crucial to the spontaneous feel, hence the
the concert superior; for while Prine is an
are missing a truly gifted writer of songs ragged, freewheeling vocals. They aren't
excellent songwriter, he has a coarse,
about ordinary people.
"Dylanesque" voice, and on that night
afraid to do other people's material, from
---was guilty of numerous mistakes
Ten Years After to Steppenwolf, and
I
(probably from being soused). On several
their own compositions are traditional
occasions, he needed help fromn the
rock and roll, stripped to the naked
essentials and structured to include a lot
audience to remember the lyrics, and was
so flustered on one song that he resorted
I of audience participation, whether
to humming all of it with the exception
clapping or screaming along, or telling
of the refrain. This was quite comical,
Noddy that they feel awright!! for that's
and made him seem like a young
really the key to Slade's popularity, their
folksinger performing in front of his first
interactions with their fans. The music
by Mark Astolfi
itself is energetic and loose enough, but
live audience. Yet at other times, as it was
when he did "Hello in There," he Slade Alive! (Polydor)
it's all been done many times before
performed with such perfection that he Slayed? - Slade (Polydor)
(Slade's anthem, "Get Down and Get
If you had to pick the most popular
certainly proved that he was of
With It," turned out to be little more
band in England today, you could do
professional caliber.
than a fuel-injected 1970's version of
worse than choose Slade. They've
"Twist
and Shout"). Again, Noddy:
During his second set, Prine enjoyed a string of Top 5 singles that now
introduced Steve Goodman, who numbers six in two years. Their concerts '"With us, the audience is part of the
proceeded to play a few songs on his are sell-outs, raucous, draining affairs. banid." None of this jamming to oneself
own. While Goodman is not a great Unlike "Beatlemania" of "T.Rextasy," or playing to their amps for Slade. They
learned early that kids don't pay to see
songwriter (he is good), he does play fine
they simply call it Slade. In this age of
guitar and does have a sharp wit. By far, instant pop fan-cult, Slade's was the band so much as they want to
two of his better songs were the "Chicken
readymade:
the
working-class identify with, get involved with, be
Cordon Bleus," a terrific satire on organic
"Brommies" of England's smokey, dirty what's going on on the stage.
foods, and "City of New Orleans," his industrial Midlands, whose tastes in music
Slade first gained prominence with the
own compsoition, which he described as demand a certain gut validity which Skinhead movement of the last 60's,
"a medley of Arlo Guthrie's hit song."
excludes the prissiness of a Marc Bolan, affecting the short haircuts, work-clothes,
The two then finished off the evening by
the fragile majesty of a David Bowie, or suspenders, and shitkicker boots. As a

I

Pr ne
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I
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for the peope
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Slade =e= working i
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Catch a Fire - The Wailers (Island)
Forget Johnny Nash and "Lola" and "Mother and
Child Reunion" and ail the rest. This album is a taste
authentic reggae, direct from five Jamaicans who've been
doing it together for ten years. Although a bit restrained,
and more pessimistic than this form of music can be,
Catch a Fire is a good introduction. -MA

I
Back In '72 - Bob Seger (Paladium/Reprise)
3Bob's really been slippin' into darkness since the Bob
Seger System and Mongrel days. Only flashes of former
brilliance escape the bog of banal boogie that is thisi
album. For hard-core Bob Sager fans only. -MA

PII

Flash Cadillacand the ContinentalKids (Epic)
Aw reet! While Flash and his droogs, Butch, Spike,
Angelo, Eddie and Ricco do a moderately amusing stage
show, they're not into Fifties parody but Fifties:
duplication. Hence, the versions of the obscure Fifties[
numbers on their album are as much trash as the[
originals. Kim Fowley did the production, and, asleep at .
the control console as per usual, he manages to give the
record that recorded-in-somebody's-garage feel. In short,
not an album to sing along with and dance around.
making an utter asshole of yourself to like Sha Na Na, F
but one to play while you're polishing your 1956 Buick [
Roadmaster. -MA

I

R apt. Kopter and the (Fabulous) Twirly Birds - Randy

l

Mark Asto/fi

Wanda Adams

calculated attempt to become known, it
succeeded too well, for not only did
those working-class toughs prove to be a
firm base of loyal fan support, they also
rendered dance hall proprietors and
college deans hesitant to book the band=
and journalists a touch frightened to
venture backstage, expecting to get ;
mouthful of fist along with their
interview. So Slade hair began to grow
shaggy, Slade attire become suitably
flamboyant and hip, including Dave's
skin-tight silver sci-fi costume and
metallic glitter generously sprinkled on
arms, hair and face. But they retained the
raving, steamroller
music, the
down-to-earth on-stage humnor, and most
of all, the audience involvement. Thus,
their popularity, perhaps surprising in
view of their meager musical ingenuity.
can be attributed to the fact that then
aren't afraid to give themselves and theimusic totally to their fans. They are
unrestrained, and the kids lap it up.
Just what is being lapped up? Well,
now you can find out, for Polydor is
making their big push to get Slade selling
in the States, to avoid following in tile
footsteps of such bands as Move, Free,
etc., who are big in the United Kingdom,
but never make it where the gold is, viz:
here. However entertaining the boys
might be live, when translated into vinyl.
it's just a boring cacophony of tired old
boogie cliches. Their latest Slade Alive!.
put me to sleep, and even an earnest
cover of "Born To Be Wild" couldn't
help. And Slayed?, their latest studio
effort, doesn't sound much different, a
raunchy whirl of destructive guitar, bass
and drums, which comes out sounding
like mono. The one interesting tune,
Mama Weer All Crazee Now,"either
typifies the Slade genius, or is a happy
accidental success, depending on how you
hear it.
Slade, the latest superband who are
actually just plain blokes, have apparently
yet to bridge the gap between the
showman and the musician, and until that
blessed eventuality arrives, they'll make a
lot of money off albums of as dubious
musical merit as Slade A live! and Slayed?
I.e., everyone'll love 'ema
except the
critics. And we're outnumbered. Or are
we?

'

California (Epic)
If you thought the psychedelirious wonders of
acid-rock died when Blue Cheer turned rockabilly, talk
to Randy California, ex- of Spirit. His solo LP could
have just as easily been named Kapt.- Kozmic and the
Astral Plane, for it is a whirring, fuzz-brained delight,
especially side two, with versions of the Beatles' "Rain"
and Sweathog's "Things Yet To Come." A "way-out"
album to go "tripping" to. Peace and Love. Whew. -MA

Ogden's Nut Gone Flake - Small Faces (Immediate/
Jack Schech tman (Columbia)
Abkco)
Jack Schechtman is a clear-cut case of being-in-theBurrp. Excuse me. Uh, back in 19 67, the reasers, that,
is readers of Melody Maker rock rag voted this number rig ht - pl ace -a t -the-right-time-to-sign-on-the-dotted-line.
one for thle year. Guess what was number two. Hint: it Jack Schechtman is a shallow album with one exception
has "A Day In the Life" on it. That's correct, Sgt.
- a song called "On Cherry Mountain," which he does
Pepper. The Faces were then Steve Marriot, Ronnie with the vocal help of his wife Susan. He needs all the
Lane, Ian MacLagan, and steady Kenny Jones. Although
help he can get. -WA
a trifle dated, this is still one of the best British rock
records of all time. No collection should be without it,
U.zder the Ragtzime Moon - Ian Whitcomb (United
and now you don't have to buy the import. -MAA
Artists)
This is a jolly album of authentically disinterred
If You're Lonely - Eric Justin Kaz (Atlantic)
ragtime numbers and shufflin'-off-to-kick-the-Kaiser-inE.J. Kaz is a talented writer - he's responsible for the-can World War I tunes. The production is excellent,
some nice songs that have been recorded by many done, not at all surprisingly,
by ex-Bonzo Dog Neil
talented people - Bonnie Raitt, Tom Rush, Tracy Innes. My favorites include "That Twentieth Century
Nelson, etc. But Eric is slightly nervous on this, his
Rag," and "Dance and Grow Thin." Ian does it all
debut album. His version of "Tonight the Sky is About lovingly straight; this disc is a charmer. -MA
to Cry" is a valiant effort but is buried by all-too heavy
orchestration. Eric is just too unsure of himnself to
convince me that he shouldn't stick to writing and let
One More Sacred Chicken To Go - Don Imus a.k.a.
other people sing his material for him. -- WA
!mus in the Morning (RCA)
inmus may be the hottest DJ in the world (or at least
Edlaz'd Bear (Capitol)
in New York City; same thing, right?) but why should he
Edward Bear is not one guy, it's a band, from Canada.
be? If this album of studio bits is any indication of his
You must remember their moderate AM hit of a couple
prowess as a comedian, even I could cut this dude (and
years back "I Will Bring You Flowers In the Morning."
no doubt some day will.) It's just that by and large radio
So they're back, and all that needs to be said about this
is a conservative business, and at one point Imus decided
album is if yoll've got AM consciousness so bad that you
to risk getting fired and proceeded to "break all the
go bananas over the Spiral Staircase, Edison Lighthouse,
rules." It worked, nutty characters, David Brinkley
Lobo,
or Cowsills, in other words, the Grassroots, to
imitations. talk show spoof "Feminine Foreplay," and
you, seem a touch iheavy," this is your album. -MA4
all. Imus may be relatively innovative, perhaps even
daring; he ain't that funny. This record is exhibit A.-MA
Panz (Columbia)
Pan is a group of six random thrill-seekers, the least
Alolza From Hawaii Via Satellite -- Elvis Presley (RCA)'
I of wItfich includes ex-Beau Brurmmel Ron Elliott and
This live 2-record set from the increasingly ornate
Keith Barbour, of "Echo Park" fame. Their music is a
Pelvis stands as the album to beat in the category of
killer brand of AM dalliance, about Neil Diamond's
Sleaziest Cover Art of 1973. Inside: not a record to be,
speed. ITam willing to trade a copy of Pans for a Beau
listened to if you're feeling at all suicidal. -MA
d Bruliczmels' Greatest Hits, if same exists. -- WMA

Sold For Prevention of Disease Only - Wilderness Road [
(Warner Bros.)
0
Wilderness Road try to be a rock comedy band who !
can at the same tine do genuine rock and roll, thereby
qualifying as the ultimate all-purpose supergroup who by "
all rights should make a lot of money and become more,
famous than Beatles or Traffic or, or...
However,
they're not going to be any richer or more famous than l
the Astral Tunafish Sandwich (you might remember their 45 of a few years back, "Alone Again S
Unnaturally") with albums as bad as this one. Don't be
seduced by the David Bowie wet-dream on the front
cover; these guys seem destined to be just another
pebble on the gravel dirt road of schlock-rock
mediocracy. -MA

Wilderness Road
II
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MAKER MEN'S PANTS~~
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@
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.
.~~~
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pocket styles.
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There is a possible tactic that could
drive down both the total need and the
equity level, but it is one which Finaid
officials here view with disdain. "Some
schools," according to Financial Aid director Jack Frailey, "make need a part of
their admissions process. They admit only
a certain amount of need, and then offer
admission to other qualified but less
needy students."
Other possibilities
There are other possibilities for keeping tuition down. Other funds could be
diverted into the same income column. A
larger percentage of endowment income,
for example, or a set amount of gift
income each year. The percentage of total
costs supported by tuition could be de-

(Co n tinued from pa,,ge 4)

!lN

U,

portion of the financial aid package. In
70-71, it was $1200; it jumped to $1600
for the 'last two years and will be at
$1750 next year (see chart).
The equity level is based in a series of
calculations, with the key question being:
"How much unrestricted money are we
willing to spend to keep the equity level
down?" It is necessary to hold the level
down in order for MIT to remain competitive with other Ivy type schools.
The answer in the recent past was,
"We don't need any unrestricted funds,"
but this year, some $380,000 will be
devoted to supplementing financial aid.
The money will come from two sources:
undistributed endowment income
(money which the endowment has eared,
creased, or the indirect costs of research
but which is put aside in case of a sudden contracts could be raised. Unfortinately,
market crash and concommitant loss of each of these solutions have either factual
endowment income) and unrestricted or philosophical problems involved in
general gift money.
their implementation.
MIT is better off in this regard than
many universities, because of the substanSo, as long as salaries, both physical
tial size of our scholarship endowment. plant and faculty, continue to make up a
(Look again at the front pages reproduc- majority of the MIT budget, and as long
ed on these pages. Notice that they both as these wages are kept comensurate with
mention "substantial new scholarship pay in the outside world, we can expect
money".) But our equity level is still to see rising tuition every year that
above the competition's average level.
inflation increases.

Estimate of 73-74 rinaid Situation
Number of Needy undergraduates: 2000
Total Need: $6.4 million
M IT Scholarship endowment income: $1.87 million
Outside and gift scholarship money: $950 thousand
Funds needed to maintain Equity Level
at $1750: $3.2 million

I
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In 1952, increase announcements still included word of "new scholarship money"

In 1972, Honeywell ranked X th among Pentagon
contractors, and has done $2.3 billion of military
work since 1966. At least $73 million of that has
been for anti-personnel weaponry.

Honeywell Inc.-- major producer of antipersonnel weapons--plans to recruit at MIT
on Monday and Tuesday, March 5 & 6.
Honeywel I likes to call itself "The Other
Computer Company." They make computer and
photographic equipment, security systems,
and building controls systems.

Honeywell offers advancement benefits and a chance
to use technological skills. But do you want to
work for a corporation that has produced the guava
bomb, the pineapple bomb, the Rockeye 11 and has done
R&D work on numerous other weapons systems
which have torn the life out Indochinese people
like the woman in this picture?And despite the
cease-fires in Indochina, this atrocity engineering
contin ues.

Honeywell also makes bombs.

Clergy and Laity Concerned is opposing Honeywell's
weapons work in a national campaign. CALC will be
joining with MIT people in nonviolent protests of
Honeywell's recruiting here next week.
If you want to support this, there's a planning
meeting TODAY (3/2) at 4 PM in the BUSH ROOM,
10-105. For further information, call:
Rev. John Crocker, x 3-2983
Rev. Stanley MacNevin, x 3-2981
Prof. William Watson, x 3-4146
Prof. Sylvain Bromberger, x 3-2645
or CALC at 969-7900.
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The shortage will be made up from two sources:
retained endowment earnings (this money will
be considered an "advance" on future income)
and general unrestricted gift income.
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By Curtis Reeves
With the recent wave of interest in extracurricular activities,
requests by student groups for
permanent office space, and expansion of groups already having
offices have led to a severe shortage of room for student
organizations.
So limited are the suitable
areas that the Association for
Student Activities is unable to
process any new applications for
space, and foresees little hope
for relief in the near future. The
ASA assigns offices in the Student Center and in Walker
Memorial, subject to Dean's
Office approval.
The current tight situation
almost became tighter when
Professor John Buttrick mnade
moves on behalf of the Music
Department to acquire a room in
rWalker. According to ASA president Robert Dwyer'73, Buttrick
had planned to take over all
underutilized space in the building, and possibly even the rooms
currently being used for student
'

activities above the basement
floor.
Buttrick has recently withdrawn his request to the Institute Space Committee for room
in Walker, in hopes of picking up
some rooms in Building 20 when
Buildings 36 and 38 are opened.
Dwyer, whose term of office
ends soon, calls the Music
Department attempt "a symptom of things to come," and
expects the space crunch to
weigh downl even heavier. Henoted ten requests for space or
more space from student groups.
"There may be a free-for-all
coming," Dwyer said about the
assignment of room in Building
20. Whzen asked his impressions
of the Space Committee's priorities in assigning the rooms he
admitted, "I'mn pretty sure that

student activities are close to the
bottom of the list."
He went on to point out the
possibility that student activities
will lose space, especially in
Building 20, which houses the
Arnold Air Society, Tech Model

Aircrafters, and Tech Model
these
Relocating
Railroad.
groups would be a major
problem.
Dwyer's successor, who will
be elected later this month, will
be faced with the task of
weeding out people who don't
use their space effectively, a
process for which Dwyer has laid
the groundwork. During his
administration however, no one
has been evicted from his space,
although several switches have
been made.
Much seems to depend upon
the Institute Space Committee
and the Dean's Office. The outlook is not overly bright. "If we
get any space at all, it will be in
Building 20, but Buttrick wants
Building 20," Dwyer commented. He also stated a concern
that other academic departments
might try to invade space currently held by student groups.
Dwyer did say that Dean
Carola Eisenberg was working to
defend the students against the
Space Committee.

SPINGOLD THEATER, BRANDEIS U INIV/.
Group Rate: $1.50 (I15 or more)
Admission: $2.50
Info & Reservations: Brandeis Student Service
Bureau 894-6000 Ext. 141
Mail Orders: Brandeis Gilbert & Sullivan Society
Box 2154, Brandeis U. Waltham, Mass. . 02154
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By Charles Martel
Every bridge player likes to
hold lots of good cards. Aces
and kings are best, but generally
the more high cards the better.
Most players if given a choice
would even prefer to have a six
rather than a two or a seven
rather than a five. However, today's South would have been
1 890 points richer if he had had
a two instead of a six, and West
knew enough to keep a five and
get rid Of a seven.
North dealer
both sides vulnerable
North
4 875
%RK 6
0 AQ4 3
41 A43 2
West
4 JJ064
v QJ853
3 9
a J8 5

East
6 43
v7 107 2

KI08752

Es

46 7 6

South7

A, AKQ9

v A94
0 J6
10- K Q 1it 9
Nortb
IDi
4C
5D

6NT

East
pass
pass
pass
pass

South
3NT
4HI
6C
pass

West
pass
pass
pass
pass

Opening lead: Jack of spades.
North-South had an excellent
sequence, until North's last bid.
t

I

South's

three

no-trump

bid

showed nineteen or twenty
points and North's four club bid
showed a club suit and slam
interest. South's four heart bid
showed club support and the
heart ace, and North's five diamond bid shiowed the diamond
ace. South now knew that the
opponents could not take the
first two diamond tricks and bid
six clubs- Six climbs can be easily
made by ruffing a heart in the
North hand and then setting up
a diamond to pitch the spade
loser. Unfortunately, North was
worried about his weak clubs
and bid six no-trump.
Six no-trump is a most difficult contract to make since the
spades don't split. South has
three spade tricks, two heart
tricks, four club tricks, and two
diamond tricks. This comes to
eleven tricks and South must
find a way to conjure up a
twelfth.

South won the opening lead.
Then, since he realized that leading the Jack of diamonds could
not possibly gain a trick, he led a
club to the ace and led a small
dianmond towards his jack. If
East had played his king of
diamonds, South would have
three diamond tricks and his
contract, but East played low
and South won his jack. West of
course played the nine on this
trick.
South now played his three
good clubs. West pitched a heart
and East pitched two diamonds.
South now played his two high
spad es, hoping that spades
would split evenly. Unfortunately East showed out on the
third round Of spades.
East has to discard on the
third spade, and East can't afford to pitch a third diamond
since South can then play a
diamond to dummy's ace and
then a snmall diamond from dumnmy. East will win hsis king of
diamonds, but this will set up
dummy's queen of diamonds
anad South's twelfth trick. East
realized this danger and pitched
a heart. With five cards remaininlg the position was:

-

i

Y ou will become part of a national firm, which selects men and i
women of ability to become part of a proven success!
DRISTAN, etc.
'expansion financing available
WE REQUIRE:
*Desire for success
*Time to service route, 5-10 hr/wk.
*Folow proven program
*Minimum investment of $1650-0(

WE OFFlElR:
*Solid growth business
*Locations obtained by corporation
*Complete training
*Dependable, quality eqaipment
*Vends: ALKA-SELTZER, BAYER
TUMS, ANACIN,
ASPIRIN,

If you are fully qualified and can start at once, write for details. No I
obligation. Send name, address, and phone number to:

ING CORP.

MARKE:TIN9G 1DIRECTFOR SDEPT. L.
7821 Manchester
Maplewood, Mo. 63143

_

_

_--i

_

How Do You Get A Woman?
Find Out At

mends, and when West pitched a
heart, South played the four
from dummy. If East had won
this trick, he would have had to
lead a diamond into dummy's
ace and queen. However, East
knew how valuable his five of
diamonds was. He had thrown
away his seven and eight of
diamonds, and now, he could
play his carefully preserved five
of diamonds and present South
with a Greek gift. South won
this unexpected trick, but he
lost ;he last two tricks to West.
This left South wishing he had
the valuable two of diamnonds
instead of the six; so, he would
overtake it with the four in
dummy and make his slam.

A comedy by Ann Jellicoe
Presented by the MIVTCommunity .Players
Thuursday-Saturrday, March 1,2,3
& PMA
Kresge Little Theatre
Admission $2; Reservations 253-4720
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Atn important announcement to every
student in the health professions:
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West

i,

East

.4 I10
X QJ8

4 -

V 107
O K105
G:;p-

South

169
'v A9 4

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition

6
41-

W.'ill

South decided that West's
nine of diamonds was a singleton; so, South knew that East
had two hearts and three diamonds, and South saw a ray of
hope. South led a heart to the
king and a heart back to the ace.
Now South led the six of dia-

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requirees that ylou remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still 2eceive your active
duty pay.

help you continue your

professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
desei ve your close attention.
Because if you are nowr in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,

Actilve dulty r equbi'eml^.ents
asre fail . BasicalIl, you serve

one teal· as a commissioned

officesz foiG each year you've
alrtici>pated in the pl ogi am,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholar·ship with either the Ai-my,
Nav9y or Airl For ce, and know
that uLon entering active
duty you'll have iank and
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i' studies.You'lre
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{Continued from page 4)
portion of the financial aid package. In
70-71, it was $1200; it jumped to $1600
for the last two years and will be at
S I 750 next year (see chart).
The equity level is based in a series of
calculations, with the key question being:
"How much unrestricted money are we
willing to spend to keep the equity level
down?" It is necessary to hold the level
down in order for MIT to remain competitive with other Ivy type schools.
The answer in the recent past was,
"We don't need any unrestricted funds,"
but this year, some $380,000 will be
devoted to supplementing financial aid.
The money will come from two sources:
undistributed endowment incomne
(money which the endowment has eared,
but which is put aside in case of a sudden
market crash and concommitant loss of
endowment income) and unrestricted
general gift money.
MIT is better off in this regard than
many universities, because of the substantial size of our scholarship endowment.
(Look again at the front pages reproduced on these pages. Notice that they both
mention "substantial new scholarship
money".) But our equity level is still
above the competition's average level.

There is a possible tactic that could
drive down both the total need and the
equity level, but it is one which Finaid
officials here view with disdain. "Some
schools," according to Financial Aid director Jack Frailey, "make need a part of
their admissions process. They admit only
a certain amount of need, and then offer
admission to other qualified but less
needy students."
Other possibilities
There are other possibilities for keeping tuition down. Other funds could be
diverted into the same income column. A
larger percentage of endowment income,
for example, or a set amount of gift
income each year. The percentage of total
costs supported by tuition could be decreased, or the indirect costs of research
contracts could be raised. Unforthnately,
each of these solutions have either factual
or philosophical problems involved in
their implementation.
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Estimate of 73-74 Finaid Situation
Number of Needy undergraduates: 2000
Total Need: $6.4 million
MIT Scholarship endowment income: $1.87 million
Outside and gift scholarship money: $950 thousand
Funds needed to maintain equity Level
at $1750: $3.2 million
SHORTAG E: $380 thousand
The shortage will be made up from two sources:
retained endowment earnings (this mnoney will
be considered an "advance" on future income)
and general unrestricted gift income.
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So, as long as salaries, both physical
plant and faculty, continue to make up a
majority of the MIT budget, and as long
as these wages are kept comensurate with
pay in the outside world, we can expect
to see rising tuition every year that
inflation increases.
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In 1972, Honeywell ranked 18th among Pentagon
contractors, and has done $2.3 billion of military
work since 1966. At least $73 million of that has
been for anti-personnel weaponry.

Honeywell Inc.-- major producer of antipersonnel weapcns--plans to recruit at MIT
on Monday and Tuesday, March 5 & 6.
Honeywell likes to call itself "The Other
Computer Company." They make computer and
photographic equipment, security systems,
and building controls systems.

Honeywell offers advancement benefits and a chance
to use technological skills. But do you want to
work for a corporation that has produced the guava
bomb, the pineapple bomb, the Rockeye II and has done

Honeywell also makes bombs.

R&D work on numerous other weapons systems

which have torn the life out Indochinese people
like the woman in this pictureAnd despite the
cease-fires in Indochina, this atrocity engineering
continues.
Clergy and Laity Concerned is opposing Honeywell's
weapons work in a national campaign. CA LC will be
joining with MIT people in nonviolent protests of
Honeywell's recruiting here next week.
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If you want to support this, there's a planning
meeting TODAY (3/2) at 4 PM in the BUSH ROOM,
10-1 05. For further information, call:
Rev. John Crocker, x 3-2983
Rev. Stanley MacNevin, x 3-2981
Prof. William Watson, x 3-4146
Prof. Sylvain Bromberger, x 3-2645
or CALC at 969-7900.
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By Curtis Reeves
With the recent wave of interest in extracurricular activities,
requests by student groups for
permanent office space, and expansion of groups already having
offices have led to a severe shortage
of roorn for student
organizations.

So limited are the suitable
areas that the Association for
Student Activities is unable to
process any new applications for
space, and foresees little hope
for relief in the near future. The
ASA assigns offices in the Student Center and in Walker
Memorial, subject to Dean's
Office approval.
The current tight situation
almost became tighter when
Professor John Buttrick made
moves on behalf of the Music
Department to acquire a room in
Walker. According to ASA presi-

I

dent Robert D)wyer'73, Buttrickc
had planned to take over all
underutilized space in the building, and possibly even the,rooms
currently being used for student

activities above the basement
floor.
Buttrick has recently withdrawn his request to the Institute Space Committee for room
in Walker, in hopes of picking up
somne rooms in Building 20 when
Buildings 36 and 38 are opened.
Dwyer, whose term of office
ends soon, calls the Music
Department attempt "a symptom of things--to conle," and
expects the space crunch to
weigh down even heavier. He
noted ten requests for space or
more space from student groups.
"There may be a free-for-all
coming," Dwyer said about the
assignment of room in Building
20. When asked his impressions
of the Space Committee's priorities in assigning the rooms he
admitted, "I'm pretty sure that
student activities are close to the
bottom of the list."
He went on to point out the
possibility that student activities
will lose space, especially in
Building 20, which houses the
Arnold Air Society, Tech Model

Aircrafters, and Tech Model
Railroad.
R elocating
these
groups would be a major
problem.
Dwyer's successor, who will
be elected later this month, will
be faced with the task of
weeding out people who doin't
use their space effectively, a
process for which Dwyer has laid
the groundwork. During his
administration however, no one
has been evicted from his space,
although several switches have
been made.
Much seems to depend upon
the Institute Space Committee
and the Dean's Office. The outlook is not overly bright. "If we
get any space at all, It will be in
Building 20, but Buttrick wants
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4 Feb. 28, Mar. 2,3 - 8:30 PM Mar. 4 - 8: 00 PM
SPINGOLD THEATER, BRANDEIS UNIIV.
Admission: $2.50
Group Rate: $1.50 (15 or more)
info & Reservations: Brandeis Student Service
Bureau 894-6000 Ext. 141
Mail Orders: Brandeis Gilbert & Sullivan Society
Box 2154, Brandeis U. Waltham, Mass. 02154
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"THE SUNDRY SHOPPEN
FO)R ADD)ED INCOM"E
NO EXPERIENC3E OR SELLING REQUIRSED
You will become part of a national firm, which selects men and I
women ol ability to become part of a proven success!

Building 20," Dwyer commented. He also stated a concern
that other academic departments
might try to invade space currentbly held by student groups.
Dwyer d id say that D~ean
Carola. Eisenberg was working to
defend the students against the
Space Committee.

WE OFIFER:
*Solid growth business
*Locations obtained by corporation
*Complete training
*Dependable, quality equipment
*Vends: ALKA-SELTZER,

ASPIRIN,

TUMS,

DRISTAN, etc.
*Expansion financing available
WE REQUIRE:
*Desire for success
*Time to service route, 5-10 hrlwk.
*Follow proven program
*Minimum investment of $1650.00

BAYER

ANACIN,

If you are fully qualified and can start at once, write for details. No
obligation. Send name, address, and phone number to:
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East had played his king of
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three diamond tricks and his
contract, but East played low
and Soutl won his jack. West of
course played the nine on this
triclK.
South now played his three
good clubs. West pitched a heart
and East pitched two diamonds.
South now played his two high
spad es, hoping that spades
would split evenly. Unfortunately East showed out on the
third round of spades.
East has to discard on the
third spade, and East can't afford to pitch a third diamond
since South can then play a
diamond to dummy's ace and
then a small diamond from dummy. East will win his king of
diamonds, but this will set up
dummy s queen of diamonds
and South's twelfth trick. East
realized this danger and pitched
a heart. With five cards remaining the position was:

and

Maplewood, Mo. 63143
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when

West

pitched
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fHow Do VYu Get A Wo:man?
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heart, South played the four
from dummy. If East had won
this trick, he would have had to
lead a diamond into dummy's
ace and queen. However, East
knew how valuable his five of
diamonds was. He had thrown
away his seven and eight of
diamonds, and now, he could
play his carefully preserved five
of diamonds and present South
with a Greek gift. South won
this unexpected trick, but he
lost the last two tricks to West.
This left South wishing he had
the valuable two of diamonds
instead of the six; so, he would
overtake it with thle four in
dummy and make his slam.
I ~ ~
~
~

A comedy by Ann Jeilicoe
Presented by the MIT Community Players
Thusrsday-Saturday, March 1,2,3
Kresge Little Theatre
8 PMN
Admission $2; Reservations 253-4720
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An important announcement to every
student inl the health professions:
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Opening lead: Jack of spades.
North-South had an excellent
sequence, until North's last bid.
Southm's three no-trump bid
showed nineteen or twenty
points and North's four club bid
showed a club suit and slam
interests South's four heart bid
showed club support and the
heart ace. and North's five diamond bid showed the diamnond
ace. South now knew that the
opponents could not take the
first two diamond tricks and bid
six clubs- Six clubs call be easily
made by ruffing a heart in the
North hand and then setting up
a diamond to pitch the spade
loser. Unfortunately, North was
worried about his weak clubs
and bid six no-trump.
Six no-trump is a most difficult contract to make since the
spades don't split. South has
three spade tricks, two heart
tricks, four club tricks, and two
diamond tricks. This comes to
eleven tricks and South must
find a way to conjure up a
twelfth.
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If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition

6
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South decided that West's
nine of diamonds was a singleton; so, South knew that East
had two hearts and three diamonds, and South saw a ray of
hope. South led a heart to the
king and a heart back to the ace.
Now South led the six of dia-
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By Sam Gutmann
Ashdown 'A' captured the
1972-73

hockey

intramural

championship by defeating Lamnbda Chi Alpha, 2-1, on Tuesday
night. Ashdown finished the regular season with a 5-1-2 record.
LCA was 4-2-2, while the remaining 'A' league records were:
Burton 2-2-4, Baker 3-5, and
Theta Chi 2-6. Burton tied all
four of its games with the
league's top two teams; Baker
was the only team to beat Ashdown. In this year's revised format, there are no playoffs.
The championship game started with a surprise as LCA, handicapped by the absence of their
leading scorer Niels Mortensen
'74, who was out with a fractured knee cap, switched star
defenseman Phil Henshaw G to
center and right wing Mark Abktowitz '74 to defense. That was
the only surprise for a while, as
the garne started cautiously. Neither H-enshaw or Ashdown defensernan Bill Bridge G could
put together any of their patented full length rushes.
The first period was scoreless
and the slight LCA edge was
balanced by a few good saves by
Ashdown goalie Bob Goodof G.
In the second period the Ashdown offensive attack continued
'to sputter, with the spurts occuring only when they had a
man advantage. As in most of
their games, the Ashdown de-
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fense anchored by Bridge and Wei
Chin G. kept them in the game.
Late in the second period, Abkowitz, one of the only intramural players who knows how
to shoot backhand, let one go
from the blue line. Peter Karb
'74, wearing his favorite "Roy's
Dairy" jersey, deflected it over
the prone Goodof and into the
net to break the ice.
As the third period started it
seemed that Ashdown might never score. Employing their traditional catchup strategy, Bridge
moved to wing. Bridge knotted
the game 1-1 59 seconds later
with a fast move around the
LCA defense.
Bridge moved back to defense
and the game was again marked
by careful play. A tie would
have necessitated another game
between the two teams.
Suddenly, with 1 :a left to
play, it was all over. Ashdown's
Rick Garntilmarn shot low and
followed the puck into the goal
crease. While he was on the ice,
the puck rolled slowly across the
goal line. The last -minuteticked
harmlessly away and a disheartened LCA team could not
mount a serious attack.
After the championship game
came several routine 'C' league
games, but they are certainly not
routine for the 500-odd who
play IM hockey with a fervor
their neglected probler sets never inspire-
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By Dan Gantt
Back-to-back victories over
Assumption and the University
of Maine at Portland highlighted
season-ending hockey action for
MIT. The two wins countered
lopsided losses at the hands of
Babsor, and - rtnlllerst ---and a
tough 7-4 loss to Nichols to
close the log at five wins and
.twelve losses for the campaign.
A February 14 trip to Babson
resulted in a 10-0 Yalentine's
Day massacre. Trailing by only
2-0 after one period of play,
disaster struck in the middle 20
minutes. Six Babson goals put
the contest out of reaclh. Outl-

tally of the game alIt 9:30 of the
stanza.
MIT stretched its's margin with
two goals in each o)f the remaining periods. Steve ^ Warner '73
scored frorn Ian Fi isher '74, and
Luzzi tallied his se-cond goal in
the second period. George Kenney 574 rammed heiome an unassisted goal 23 secoonds into the
last period, and Luzzzi completed
his hat trick and I rech's scoring
at 13:07, assisted bey Kenney.
The following evvening a five-goal second period outburst and
a hat trick by Ly(,don were instrumentaI in fash iioning MIT's
only winning sAreal.k of the season via a 9-3 win o)ver U. Mairle
at Portland.
Skating well,'MIIlT looked to
run away from Ma aine early on
the strength of goaals by Lydon
and Luzzi. Howei ~ver- showing
the strain of three Igames in four
days, Tech eased off and was
tied 2-2 by the end of the
period.
The second pei !riod was all
MIT. Two goals by r Carsten Mor-
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B0aseball

team will

begin forsnzal workouts in preparation for the 1973 season on
Monday, March 5 at 5:30 pm.
Pre-season practice sessions will
take place in Rockwell Cage.
The 24 game schedule incluaes a five came trip to Florida
during Spring Vacation. The
MIT varsity nine compete in the
Boston Collegiate
Greater
League, which includes Harvard,
Boston College, Northeastern and
TuftS

In addition to the varsity
program, MIT will field a
JV/Frosh team which will play a
fourteen game schedule beginning in April.
The varsity team will be hard
pressed to Surpass the accomplishments of the 1972 squad,
which was paced by pitcher Al
Dopfel. This year's team will be
led by captain Rick Charpie'73,
a starter for two seasons and one
of the best defensive catchers in
New England. Also returning are
Dave Tirrell '74, a GBC all star
selection last season, and Herb

iRfrC:iFlrX!Daahh·P-*IOl
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Kummer '75, a strong performer
at first base. The entire outfield
returns in veterans Kevin Rowland '74, Steve Nelson '74 and
Joe Deanglo '74, all starters during the past season. The pitching
squad will be built around Dave
Yauch '75, Mike Royal '76 and
Bill Billing '73, all of whom
performed well,during the fall
season.
---
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WNIANTED
Jocks of all sizes and descriptions for the MIT varsity and
freshman lacrosse teams. Due
to graduation and injuries we
need people with all ranges of
experience. There is plenty of
room for novices, and experiienced players, as well as budding stars.
Anyone interested in joining either of the lacrosse
teams should contact Ben
Martin in Dupont, or come to
a practice, 3:30-5 pm,
in the
Tuesday-Thursday
Armory.
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Photo by Roger Goldstein

shot 38-12, MIiT never really had
much of a chance.
Junior Tony Luzzi led an
MIT recovery, 6-1, over Assumption two nights later, registering
his second hat trick of the season. His first goal. assisted by
Tom Lydon '73, broke a scoreless deadlock at 7:01 of the
period.
Lydon then
opening
scored the game-winner before
Assumption registered its only

Photo by Roger Goldstein
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By Fred Hutchison
The MIT varsity basketball
team ended its 1972-73 season
Tuesday with an 86-72 loss to
The evening was highWVP.
lighted, however, when MilT captain Jerry Hudson '73 scored his
thousandth career point.
MeT took the lead 2-0, but
WPI soon rallied to run the score
up to 2-8 before the Tech five
could score again. Cam Lange
'76 had MIT's first seven points
and Hudson garnered the next
eight to put MIT' back on top
15-14.
With twelve minutes remaining in the first half, WPI toolk
the lead again 16-15 and never
lost it. Halftime saw WPI on top
by ten: 41-31. WPI shot 17 for
34 from the floor in the first
half, while MlIT only managed
13 for 33. WPI also out-rebounded the roundballers 22-17.
MIT started the second half
slowly and WPI stretched their
lead to as much as twenty
points. With ten minutes eremaining in the contest Peter Jackson
'76, Lange and Alan Epstein'75
led a Tech rally to cut the WPI
lead to 12, 76-64. WPI then
went into their four corners offense and slowed down the
game. M1IT had to go for the

-
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basketball and consequently collected several personal fouls in
the final minutes- The final score
of the game: WPI 86, MIT 72.
hMIT shot 31 for 73 from the
floor as compared to WPI's 33
for 71. WPI also led MIT in the
rebounding category 49-37, but
the deciding difference was in
the free-throws, as MIT was 10
for 14 from the line, while WPI
was 20 for 27- Both teams had
ten turnovers, which is considerably better than most of the
hoopsters' previous encounters.
Hudson got the 1 000th point
of his career with 17:48 remaining in the game. He entered the
game needing only 14 points to
surpass the magic 10000, and
managed to get 12 of them in
the first half. The basket came as
Hudson stole the bail from a
WPI defender in the backcourt,
dribbled to the basket and put in
an-uncontested layup. The WPI
crowd and the Tech band then
gave Hudson a standing ovation
and the officials presented him
with the game ball. Hudson is
only the fifth MI[T hoopster to
score over a thousand points. As
this was the last game of the
season, Hudson ended his MIT
career with 1002 points, and tile
team compiled a disappointing
5-17 win-loss record.
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tenson '76 and one apiece by
Rick Casler '74, Lydon, and
Kenney stretched the lead to an
insurmountable 7-2. Luzzi's second score and Lydon's third
completed the rout in the final
period.
A four goal spurt in a span of
just four

minutes in the first

period by visiting Nichols spelled
the end of the short two game
streak by MIT the following
Wednesday. But for that short.
costly defensive lapse, MIT outplayed and outscored Nichols
the rest of the way
The squads traded goals in
tile, second period- Scores by
Fisher and Casler kept the E111gineers close, coning out of the
period trailing 6-2. Two final
stanza goals by Luzzi, one un.assisted coming on a steal of the
puck and a pin-D<int shot from a
poor angle, narrowed thle gap byone but the first period 4-0
deficit was just too much to
overcome .
The season carne to an einbar.rassing end two nights later a.

Amherst as Tech accumulated it-largest single-game deficit of t h.
season, 18-i to end the season
5-12.

INT1RAMURAL COUNCIL
MEETING
Monday - March 5, 1973
7:30 pm
Varsity Club Lounge
ELECTIONeS
Executive Committee
Rifle and Soccer Manager
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